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Spring period beginning of January - end of June, aeptane till September 15.

1. Telesope: 1.23-m

X

2.2-m 3.5-m
P

2.1 Appliant
Dipl.Phys. Alexander Sholz

Th�uringer Landessternwarte

Name Institute

Sternwarte 5 07778 Tautenburg

street ZIP ode - ity

Germany

sholz�tls-tautenburg.de

ountry e-mail

2.2 Collaborators

Johen Eisl�o�el Th�uringer Landessternwarte

name(s) institute(s)

name(s) institute(s)

2.3 Observers

Alexander Sholz

name name

MPIA and CNA point out that by speifying the names under item 2.3 it is obligatory to also

send out these observers to Calar Alto. Correspondene on the rating of this appliation

will be sent to the appliant (P.I.) as quoted under 2.1 above.

3. Observing programme and method: Category:

E

Title : Rotation and Ativity of Brown Dwarfs and VLM Stars

Abstrat : With a photometri monitoring ampaign, we want to study rotation and ativity of Brown

Dwarfs (BDs) and Very Low Mass (VLM) stars in the Pleiades. Rotation and ativity are

key parameters for a deeper understanding of stellar physis. Whereas rotation rates and

surfae ativity of solar mass stars were subjet of intensive studies in the past, there exist

only very few of suh investigations for VLM objets. Our proposed observations will allow

us �rst omparisons of the rotation and ativity rates of VLM objets in the Pleiades with

those of more massive stars in this 'standard' luster of stellar astrophysis. Together with

our previous results from younger lusters, these observations will deliver �rst insights into

the rotational evolution of VLM objets up to the Zero Age Main Sequene.

4. Instrument:

CCD

Method:

imaging

5. Brightness range of objets to be observed: from

14

to

18

I-mag

6. Number of nights:

applied for already awarded still needed

21 none none

no restrition grey dark

7. Optimum date range for the observations: ................................. 1.10.02 { 21.10.02

Usable range in loal sideral time LST: ....................................... 22:13h { 9:22h



8a. Desription of the observing programme

Astrophysial ontext

Rotation is a key parameter to understand the evolu-

tion of stars. The interpretion of the rotation rates

of solar mass stars at di�erent ages delivered insights

into basi stellar physis (Fig. 1): The rotation rate

dereases in the T-Tauri phase beause of rotational

breaking through magneti oupling between star and

irumstellar disk, inreases then as the star ontrats

on its way to the Zero Age Main Sequene (ZAMS)

and afterwards dereases again following a t

�1=2

-law

as a onsequene of angular momentum loss through

stellar winds.

The best method to measure projetion-free rota-

tion rates for a large number of objets is photometri

monitoring. For stars with asymmetrially distributed

spots a periodi variability will be deteted. Hene,

this method allows a diret measurement of the rota-

tion period.

Whereas the rotation of solar mass stars was inten-

sively investigated in the last years (see Fig. 1), we

know very little about the rotational evolution of Very

Low Mass Stars (VLMS) and Brown Dwarfs (BDs). In

the Pleiades, the 'standard' luster for studies of stellar

astrophysis, there are more than 30 solar mass stars

with measured rotation periods (e.g., Krishnamurthi et

al. 1998), but only 2 with masses < 0:4M

�

(Terndrup

et al. 1999). Therefore, we started a long-term projet

to study the rotation of VLM objets in open lusters

with ages from 4 to 700 Myr. In the last years, we de-

rived photometri rotation periods for VLM objets in

the �-Ori luster (age 4Myr) and IC4665 (40Myr). To

ontinue this projet, it is ruial to observe a luster

on the ZAMS, where stars show the shortest periods

and the widest spread of rotation rates at all. The

Pleiades are the best suited luster to do this, beause

they have the required age (70Myr) and are relatively

nearby (150p). Several groups have identi�ed large

numbers of VLM objets in this luster. E.g., Pin�eld

et al. (2000) found more than 300 very probable lus-

ter members by ombining multi�lter photometry with

proper motion measurements.

Photometri time series additionally allow us the

investigation of surfae ativity. The amplitude of the

periodi variability depends on size and temperature

of the starspots and an therefore be used as an ativ-

ity indiator (see Krishnamurthi et al. 1998). More-

over, are-like ativity phenomena are easily deteted

in photometri time series as non-periodi variability.

Observations of ativity in VLM objets is of partiular

interest beause these objets are fully onvetive. The

�!-dynamo, whih produes surfae ativity on solar

mass stars, works in a shell below the onvetion zone

and therefore annot work in VLM objets. Hene, it

was proposed that ativity on these objets is gener-

ated by a turbulent dynamo (Durney et al. 1993). This

would ause less ativity than for solar mass stars and

no ativity-rotation orrelation. Observational tests

of this senario are so far inonsistent (Delfosse et al.

1998, Hodgkin et al. 1995).

Immediate aim

Our aim is to derive rotation periods for VLM mem-

bers of the Pleiades by photometri monitoring. This

will allow for the �rst time a statistial omparison

of periods of VLM objets in the Pleiades with those

for solar mass stars in this luster. Together with our

previously found periods in other lusters we are then

able to analyse the rotational evolution of VLM ob-

jets from the T-Tauri phase to the ZAMS. We will

ompare these results with those of similar studies for

solar mass stars (see Fig. 1).

As a seond goal, we will use the lighturves to ob-

tain information about surfae ativity. Amplitudes of

periodi variabilities and are rates will be measured

and again ompared with similar results for solar mass

stars. We will searh for orrelations between ativ-

ity and rotation to draw onlusions about the interior

dynamo proesses.

In a ompanion proposal, we apply for simulta-

neous near-infrared observations with MAGIC at the

2.2m telesope to derive spot sizes and temperatures

for VLM objets in the Pleiades. The I-band time

series from the 1.23m telesope will be indispensable

input for these measurements.

Previous work

Within the framework of the PhD-thesis of A. Sholz,

we undertook several time series ampaigns very sim-

ilar to the observations requested here. We measured

18 rotation periods for VLM objets in the open luster

IC4665 (age 40Myr, see Fig. 2 for examples). These

results point out that VLM objets rotate faster than

solar mass stars of similar age (see Fig. 3). In Deem-

ber 2001 we monitored VLM objets in the �Ori-luster

(age 4Myr) with the CCD at the 1.23m telesope, i.e.

with the same setup that we are proposing to use now

(see Fig.4).

Layout of observations

We want to observe four 16

0

�16

0

-�elds, whih over 50

known VLM luster members, in a time series in the I-

band. The amplitudes of previously measured rotation

periods in the Pleiades are typially 0.05mag. We need

600 se exposure time to over the range 14 : : : 18mag

with preisions of 0:008 : : :0:05mag. Aording to

models from Bara�e et al. (1998), this orresponds to

a mass range of 0:5 : : : 0:06M

�

. Our strategy will be to

use 17 nights to observe all 4 �elds alternately, i.e. we

will obtain 8 datapoints per objet for these nights. In

eah of the remaining four nights we will observe only

one �eld to register short periods (< 8 hours) with high

reliability. This strategy will deliver dense sampling for

very short as well as for long periods. After data re-

dution and di�erential photometry we will searh for

periodiities in the lighturves using various detetion

methods. The software for all analysis steps is ready

and tested from earlier time series ampaigns.
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8b. Figures and tables

Figure 1: Evolution of angular veloity for solar mass

stars (Bouvier et al. 1997). Plotted is the angular ve-

loity in units of the initial angular veloity 


0

= 3


�

depending on age. The solid lines are model alu-

lations with various aretion disk lifetimes. Objets

in the Pleiades (70Myr) show the largest angular mo-

mentum and the widest spread in their rotation rates.

Construting a similar diagram for VLM objets, it is

therefore ritial to observe this luster.

Figure 2: Phased lighturves of two VLM objets in

IC4665. Upper: VLM star (0:1M

�

) with a rotation

period of 5.4 hours. Lower: Brown Dwarf (0:045M

�

)

with a rotation period of 4.2 hours.

Figure 3: Comparison of the rotation periods for VLM

objets with those for solar mass stars. The hathed

histogram is the distribution of the rotation periods,

whih we derived for VLM objets in IC4665. The

not hathed histogram shows the same distribution for

solar mass stars with omparable ages from the lit-

erature. Statistial tests point out, that VLM objets

rotate signi�antly faster than their solar mass siblings.

Figure 4: Preision of a 17 nights I-band time series in

the �Ori-luster with 600-se-exposures taken with the

CCD amera at the 1.23m telesope in Deember 2001.

Plotted are the root mean squares of all lighturves

depending on the I-magnitude. The solid line is the

median RMS. For objets with I=18 we still reah a

preision of 0.05mag.
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8e. Current logistis of PhD thesis/long term programme

In the PhD thesis of A. Sholz we study rotation

and ativity of VLM objets by analysing photometri

time series. From period searhes in the lighturves we

obtain photometri rotation periods. In addition, we

searh for ares as nonperiodi variability phenomena.

The goal of this projet is to derive the evolution of

rotation rates and ativity for VLM objets. Suh in-

vestigations have been arried out for solar mass stars

in the reent past and have delivered many insights

into star formation, struture and evolution (see Fig.

1).

In a feasibility study we used an I-band time series

from the WFI at the ESO/MPG 2.2m telesope on La

Silla to searh for periodi and nonperiodi variability

in the lighturves of VLM objets in the open luster

IC4665 (age 40 Myr). We were able to derive rotation

periods for twelve VLM stars and - for the �rst time

- for six BDs (see Fig. 2 for examples). These results

pointed out that VLM objets rotate very fast om-

pared with more massive stars with similar ages (see

Fig. 3).

Analysing ativity indiators like the are rate and

the amplitudes of the measured variabilities, we found

a seond important result: VLM objets at the age

of IC4665 are muh less ative than solar mass stars of

similar age. This strongly supports the idea of a turbu-

lent dynamo working in these fully onvetive objets.

In the last year we observed the young �Ori-luster

with the 2m Shmidt telesope at the Th�uringer Lan-

dessternwarte Tautenburg and determined the �rst ro-

tation periods for objets in this luster. In Deember

2001 we repeated monitoring a �eld in �Ori, this time

with the CCD at the 1.23m telesope on Calar Alto.

Preliminary results of this ampaign demonstrate the

exellent suitability of this instrumentation for suh

projets (see Fig. 4).

We now want to apply our proven observing and

analysis strategies to VLM luster members in the

Pleiades. This luster lies on the ZAMS, where solar

mass stars exhibit the shortest rotation periods and

the widest spread of periods at all (see Fig. 1), be-

ause they have �nished their hydrostatial ontra-

tion. These harateristis make it indispensable to in-

lude the Pleiades in our observing program. To draw

�rst onlusions about the rotational evolution of VLM

objets it is ruial to measure rotation periods of ob-

jets in this luster.
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9. Objets to be observed

(Objets to be observed with high priority should be marked in last olumn)

Designation � (2000) Æ (2000)

magnitude in

spetral range

to be observed

priority

Pleiades 3

h

47

m

30:

s

0 24

Æ

29

0

00

00

I=18 1
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10. Justifiation of the amount of observing time requested:

Two parameters determine the amount of requested observing time, the time sales of the expeted rotation

periods and the number of data points needed to sample the periods properly. The known rotation periods

of solar mass stars in the Pleiades range from some hours up to 8 days. To make sure that they are no

slower rotators among our objets, we require at least 12 nights observing time.

However, aording to our experiene, we need 150-200 datapoints per objet for optimum time series

analysis. Observing our four �elds alternately with 600 se exposures, we will get 8 data points on eah

�eld per night (overhead of 5min for CCD readout and �eld hange inluded). Therefore, in order to obtain

the number of datapoints neessary for a reliable period determination with low False Alarm Probabilities,

we need data from 21 nights. Therefore, we ask for three weeks observing time.

11. Constraints for sheduling observations for this appliation:

The Pleiades are very lose to the elipti, so that the moon omes very lose to our �eld one every month.

Therefore, observations for this proposal should not be sheduled for the days from 24.{29.9., 22.{27.10.

and 18.{23.11.. During these days (always around full moon) the moon is less than 30 degree away from

the Pleiades and would therefore disturb every measurement.

12. Observational experiene of observer(s) named under 2.3:

(at least one observer must have suffiient experiene)

Alexander Sholz has observing experiene with the CCD amera at the 1.23m telesope.

13. Calar Alto runs (preferably during the last 3 years)

and publiations resulting from these

Telesope instrument date nights suess rate publiations

publiations of last 3 years from

older ampaigns:

[100℄, [101℄,[102℄

1.23 m MAGIC Nov 98 11 70% [103℄, [104℄, [105℄

3.5 m MOSCA Jun 99 4 90% under analysis

3.5 m OMEGA Prime De 00 4 80% [106℄

3.5 m MOSCA De 00 3 0% no data

1.23 m CCD Jan 01 16 33% [107℄, see also 2)

3.5 m MOSCA Nov 01 3.5 5% no usable data

1.23 m CCD De 01 14 25% see 1)

2.2 m MAGIC De 01 5 25% under analysis

1) Data from this run are shown in Fig.4 of this proposal. 2) A. Sholz observed as o-worker in a

multi-site ampaign for R. Mundt, who is doing the further proessing of the data.
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14. Referenes for items 8 and 13:
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Pre-Main Sequene Stars in NGC 2264, AGM 18, P20
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15. MPIA and CNA do not over osts of the observing run. It is the responsibility of

the appliant(s) to raise the money for the travel to Calar Alto and expenses during

the observing run.

Consumables needed in larger quantities will be harged to the appliant(s).

Furthermore the appliant(s) should onsult our web page with the "Guidelines for

Visiting Astronomers":

http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de/Publi/CAHA/visast.html

16. Members of institutes of the Rat Deutsher Sternwarten (exept Max Plank

institutes) may apply for travel funding at the DFG with referene to this

appliation and the letter granting observing time. The rating of the proposal

by the time alloation ommittee is aepted by the DFG for its evaluation.

Should observing time be granted is it planned to apply for DFG funds? yes

X

no

Should it be neessary to send two observers to Calar Alto, this has to be justified

below. Final deision upon its approval lies with the TAC's DFG representative.

17. Justifiation for 2 observers travelling to Calar Alto, if funds for both will be

applied for at DFG:
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Tolerane limits for planned observations:

maximum seeing:

00

minimum transpareny: %

maximum airmass:

photometri onditions: moon: max. phase /

6

: /

Æ

min. / max. lag: / nights

3.5m

Prime fous LAICA

OMEGA Prime

Cassegrain fous TWIN spetrograph

beam splitter

mirror

blue hannel red hannel

grating: grating:

OMEGA Cass

-

without adaptive optis

with adaptive optis

MOSCA

private instrument

-

2.2m

Coud�e fous temporarily not available

Cassegrain fous

CAFOS

polarizer

Etalon

MAGIC

1:

00

6/pixel

0:

00

66/pixel

-

GrismR270

FOCES

BUSCA

private instrument

-

1.23m

CCD amera

Savart plate

grating

MAGIC

1:

00

2/pixel

-

GrismR270

private instrument

-

Version January 2002

Sholz (rot123)

x

x


